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1 Introduction1

1.1 Requirements for the ePIC forward calorimeters2

In electron-proton (eP) or electron-ion (eA) collisions, many highly-energetic hadrons are cre-3

ated in the process of probing the partonic structure of the target proton or ion using the elec-4

tron. However, since the incoming proton/ion has a significantly larger kinetic energy than the5

incoming electron, most of the hadrons are emitted in the same direction as the hadron beam,6

into the hadron end cap, which is defined as the ”forward” direction at the EIC. Thus jets7

of particles, with single-particle energies of up to 150 GeV, are expected to reach the forward8

hadronic calorimeter, e.g. based on simulated PYTHIA events for e+p collisions at 18 × 2759

GeV2. Typical jets are comprised of 10-12 particles contained within a jet radius of R = 1,10

with R being the angular distance
√

η2 + φ2. These jets also contain non-trivial substructure11

within this cone, which carries important information about QCD dynamics. Unfortunately,12

the tracking momentum and angular resolution worsens rapidly above η = 3. Because of13

this, the hadronic and electromagnetic calorimetry in that region are required to provide both14

excellent energy resolution and sufficient spatial resolution to resolve particles within the jets.15

Thus, the forward calorimeter system has to be finely-segmented and built with minimal dead16
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space in between the towers. This design will provide shower containment for highly ener-17

getic particles while still providing good energy resolution down to low energies. The R&D for18

the hadronic calorimeter will be coordinated within this eRD project, while the developments19

of the ePIC forward electromagnetic calorimeter (known as pECal) are being carried out in20

eRD106.21

1.2 LFHCal Design22

Figure 1: Renderings of the forward calorimeter assembly (top left), single scintillator plates
of the LFHCal (top right) for an 8M tower module with embedded wavelength shifting fibers,
detailed stacking example (middle right) and 8-tower module design (bottom).

The ePIC forward HCal (LFHCal) will be based on a longitudinally-segmented steel-scintillator23

tower design with a tungsten-scintillator tail-catcher section [1]. The design is similar to the24

PSD forward calorimeter utilized by the NA61/SHINE experiment [2] at the CERN SPS, but25

it has been extensively modified to satisfy the physics performance requirements of the EIC26

Yellow Report [3].27

The LFHCal is positioned at z = 3.58 m from the interaction point, and is preceded by the28

inner tracker and PID detectors as well as the pECal. The calorimeter is comprised of two29
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half-disks with a radius of about 2.6 m.30

The LFHCal towers have an active depth of ∆z = 1.4 m with an additional space for the read-31

out of about 10 cm, as summarized in Table 1. Each tower consists of 70 layers with alternating32

layers of 1.6 cm absorber and 0.4 cm scintillator, with a transverse dimensions of 5× 5 cm2. The33

first 60 layers have steel absorber, while the last 10 layers serve as tail catcher with tungsten34

absorber to maximize the number of hadronic interaction lengths within the available space.35

36

parameter LFHCal

inner radius (envelope) 17 cm
outer radius (envelope) 270 cm
η acceptance 1.2 < η < 3.5
tower information

x, y (R </> 0.8 m) 5 cm
z (active depth) 140 cm
z read-out 10 cm
# scintillor plates 70 (0.4 cm each)
# aborber sheets 60 (1.6 cm steel)

10 (1.6 cm tungsten)
weight ∼ 30.6 kg
interaction lengths 6.9 λ/λ0

Molière radius RM 21.1 cm (π± shower)
Sampling fraction f 0.040
# towers (inner/outer) 9040
# modules

8M 1091
4M 76
2M 2
1M 4

# read-out channels 7 x 9,040 = 63,280

Table 1: Overview of the calorimeter de-
sign properties for the LFHCal.

A loop of wavelength-shifting fiber is embedded37

in regions of scintillator tile corresponding to a38

calorimeter tower, as shown in Figure 2 (top right).39

Ten longitudinally-adjacent fibers in each tower40

are read out together by a single SiPM, leading41

to 7 samples per tower, each at different depths.42

The towers are constructed in units of 8-, 4-,43

2- and 1-tower modules to ease the construction44

and to reduce the dead space between the tow-45

ers. The scintillator tiles in the larger modules are46

constructed from a single larger piece, with the47

tower regions separated by grooves filled with an48

epoxy-titanium-dioxide mix to reduce light leak-49

age between adjacent towers. The wavelength50

shifting fibers running on the sides of the towers51

are grouped according to their longitudinal seg-52

ment and separated by thin plastic pieces over53

the full length. Each fiber bundle, indicated in54

Figure 2 by different colors, terminates in a sin-55

gle light collector, which is directly coupled to a56

SiPM with an effective photosensitive area of 9 −57

16 mm2 (ie. Hamamatsu S14160-3050HS). The 758

SiPMs for each tower are then digitized by a read-59

out board, expected to be common between the60

forward calorimeters based on the CMS HGCROC61

chips. Alternatively, a common readout board62

which could be used for nearly all ePIC calorimeters is being pursued.63

The full LFHCal consists of 63 280 readout channels grouped into 9040 towers.The majority64

of the calorimeter is built of 8-tower modules (∼1091) which are stacked in a support frame65

using a ”lego”-like system for alignment and internal stability. The remaining module sizes66

are necessary to fill the gaps at the edges and around the beam pipe to allow for maximum67

coverage. Alternatively, an inlay around the beam pipe of 60 cm × 60 cm × 120 cm is being68

pursued to maximize the rapidity coverage even further. The inlay adheres to the concepts69

explored for the CMS HGCAL upgrade [4] on a significantly smaller scale. This inlay will also70

serve as internal support structure around the beam-pipe for the smaller module types of the71

LFHCal, replacing the otherwise necessary inner support for the smaller module types.72

73

The internal structure of the 8M modules is as follows. The absorber plates in the modules74

are held to their frame by 4 screws each. To leave space for the read-out fibers, the steel and75

scintillator plates are not entirely square but equipped with 1.25 mm notches, creating the fiber76
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channels on the sides, as can be seen in Figure 2 (bottom center) for a scintillator plate. In order77

to protect the fragile fibers, the notched fiber channels are covered by 0.5 mm thin steel plates78

after module installation and testing.For internal alignment we rely on the usage of 1 − 2 cm79

steel pins which are directly anchored to the steel or tungsten absorber plates. Consequently,80

the modules are self-supporting within the outer support frame.81

The support frame for the half disks is arranged on rails which allows the HCal and ECal82

to slide out to the sides and gives access to the inner detectors. In addition, the steel in the83

LFHCal serves as flux return for the central 1.7 T magnet. As a consequence, a significant force84

is exerted on the calorimeter, which needs to be compensated for by the frame and internal85

support structure.86

2 R&D Needs87

2.1 Scintillator Tiles88

The LFHCal design requires around 1600 m2 of plastic scintillator tiles with intricate grooves89

for the insertion of the wavelength shifting fibers and tile separation notches. Based on the ex-90

periences of the sPHENIX HCAL construction, the original idea for the LFHCal fabrication was91

to order fully assembled tile and fiber modules from Uniplast in Russia for a cost- and labor-92

effective tile procurement. However, the current geopolitical climate has rendered Russian93

vendors unsuitable for international projects, requiring investigation of alternative solutions.94

The large number of plastic scintillator tile modules needed to construct the LFHCal must be95

manufactured in a cost effective manner without compromising on the required performance96

metrics so as not to impede the physics reach of ePIC.97

Currently the primary option is to produce the LFHCal tile modules from sheets of plastic98

scintillator cast to the required thickness. Such sheets are then machined into the required99

shape by CNC mills. At first, mechanical engineering support is required to produce a design100

that can be machined efficiently. Several test production runs will have to be performed to101

determine the ideal machine settings, milling bits and environmental variables. Producing102

the tiles via individual subtractive manufacturing from sheet stock is known to yield flawless103

results, but the overall cost is almost constant per produced tile, and the required machining104

effort roughly doubles the price of one tile compared to the price of the raw material. First105

estimates from the two main vendors indicate an average cost of about $80 for each 8M tile.106

An alternative production method for the LFHCal tiles has been proposed, based on injec-107

tion molding of plastic scintillator material. Since the vast majority of the LFHCal tiles have108

the same shape, a single mold could feasibly be used to produce all of the tiles needed for109

the whole LFHCal. The plastic scintillator production group at FNAL has great experience in110

injection molding plastic scintillators with optical quality. FNAL also has long standing rela-111

tions with a local mold manufacturer who would be able to help design and manufacture an112

2-by-2-tile ”4M” module test mold. Once the mold is available, a short test production run of a113

few dozen injection shots can be performed with the FNAL injection molding equipment. The114

resulting tiles can be checked for optical quality, mechanical stability and production yield to115

determine the feasibility of injection molding the LFHCal tiles. If injection molding is found to116

be a feasible option to produce the LFHCal tiles this would result in a factor 20 cost reduction117

and the overall production time for the batch of required tiles would be reduced by about two118

years, as estimated in appendix A.2.119
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Figure 2: Renderings of the injection molding test tile from the sides (left) and top (right). The
tile design features different fiber geometries in the tile as well as different fiber thicknesses.

2.2 Tile Module Assembly120

Independent of the production mechanism used, the separation notches in each tile need to121

be filled with an optically dense medium to minimize optical crosstalk between neighboring122

readout cells. Previous experiences from similar designs in the STAR calorimeter as well as the123

”Megatile” developments of the CALICE collaboration suggest that a mixture of epoxy resin124

and TiO2 works well, but the specific composition needs to be optimized to the width of the125

separation notch. To reduce the significant manual labor needed to fill all separation notches,126

a robotic setup will be investigated that could dispense resin into the separation notches while127

simultaneously curing the mixture via UV light exposure.128

Up to eight wavelength shifting fibers need to be inserted into each LFHCal tile, for a total129

of almost 650 000 fibers in the LFHCal. Similar to the filling of the separation notches, the130

manual labor hours required for this add considerable cost to the LFHCal project. Again,131

an automated fiber insertion setup based on one or multiple multi-axis robotic arms could132

dispense fibers into each tile while simultaneously checking all dispensed fiber length for133

manufacturing defects as well as fixing the fiber in place using glue dots or fully refilling the134

remaining groove with glue. To avoid breaking the fibers while transporting the assembled135

tiles a tray system will need to be designed which can hold the rolled wavelength shifting136

fibers and the tile itself. These trays can be reused once the tiles are installed in the modules.137

2.3 Scintillator Module Characterization and Optimization138

All produced tile modules need to be characterized for their light yield, crosstalk and response139

uniformity. At the current stage this is important to determine the ideal material, fiber channel140

shape and fiber thickness, to ultimately lead to a final production method and design that141

optimizes the cost and performance of the LFHCal. Initial studies for the expected light yield142

and uniformity will be done using TracePro[5] simulations in order to converge quicker on143

the fiber geometry. The simulation results will then be validated for the chosen geometries144
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using test bench measurements. Later in time, these initial characterization routines will be145

important starting points to expand to a fully integrated quality assessment of each assembled146

tile module prior to assembly into the full LFHCal. The first steps of characterizing the used147

materials can be performed with available equipment in the ORNL plastic scintillator lab; later148

steps will need to be executed with more specialized equipment at other institutes, up to full149

test beam campaigns e.g. at the FNAL FTBF beamline.150

Besides the design of the tiles themselves, the average light yield per tower segment also151

depends on the choice and routing of the wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers and their coupling152

to the SiPMs. As discussed previously, each tower segment consists of 10 tiles which are read153

out by one SiPM. As the fibers should not be attached directly to the SiPM, a small light154

guide or light mixer needs to be designed which uniformly spreads the light over the full155

entrance window of the SiPM. The design will highly depend on the chosen SiPM as well as156

fiber thickness and needs to be optimized and characterized regarding its performance as well.157

While the light loss in a single fiber can be estimated mainly based on the vendor information,158

it will be crucial to produce a first prototype, or at least a mechanical mock-up, of a full 8M159

module in order to optimize the fiber routing and minimize the crosstalk between different160

tower segments. The latter will be carried out in conjunction with the mechanical engineering161

to optimize the construction mechanisms and tooling during the assembly process.162

2.4 Mechanical Design163

Some mechanical details of the LFHCal design are yet to be tested and finalized. This includes164

the exact fiber support and routing schemes within the gaps between individual LFHCal tow-165

ers. Similarly, fibers belonging to the same readout module need to be pointed onto a common166

sensor. The PCB holding these sensors as well as the fiber guide needs to be designed to effi-167

ciently fit into the volume behind the LFHCal reserved for the LFHCal readout electronics.168

2.5 Readout Electronics169

Significant development work needs to be performed to design, implement and test readout170

electronics that can scale to all 90 000 channels of the combined pECAL/LFHCal system.171

The requirements for the readout ASIC are low power consumption, to avoid active cool-172

ing, and a very low noise while maintaining the large dynamic range required for the signals,173

from a single MIP signal up to 200 GeV hadron showers. In addition, significant radiation174

hardness of the ASIC is required closer to the beam pipe. For these requirements, we con-175

sider the H2GCROCv3 developed for the CMS forward calorimetry upgrade at the LHC. The176

H2GCROCv3 has 78 channels in total and a large dynamic range, from 0.1 fC to 10 pC, while177

having a low power consumption of 20mW per channel. The dynamic range is achieved by178

combining the 10-bit ADC (0 − 160 fC) and 12-bit TOT (160 fC − 10 pC).179

The H2GCROC is controlled by fast commands and I2C protocol for slow control. It is180

designed to work with the 40 MHz LHC clock (320 MHz for the fast commands and clocks).181

Some R&D is needed to adopt the 40 MHz clock for the EIC needs, which will be developed on182

an XILINX FPGA driving the ASIC. Each chip outputs 2 data links with a speed of 1.28 Gbps183

and 4 trigger links which can be configured as a sum of 4 or 9 channels. The time measurement184

of the 10-bit TOA is also read out via the data links. The data can then be connected to a FELIX185

board, e.g. as used by sPHENIX, or other EIC specific readout units by optical links.186
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Since the larger topic of readout electronics and ASICs is treated in eRD109, no specific187

request on R&D funds for the full forward calorimetry readout is made here. For the first188

test beams with small scale setups we will be using a universal waveform sampling readout189

system to obtain the largest possible amount of information from each channel. However, for190

the foreseen common test beam between pECAL and LFHCAL in 2025 a close to final version191

of a common readout board should be available, to exercise the full detector system.192

Some electrical engineering expertise will be required to design the PCBs holding the SiPM193

sensors. Until the final readout architecture is decided on, preliminary sensor boards do not194

necessarily need to contain any complex electronics apart from the sensors, a bias voltage195

distribution and potentially symmetric buffer amplifiers.196

2.6 Prototypes and Test beams197

The construction and testing of successively-larger R&D prototypes of the LFHCal will be198

important stepping stones towards the construction of the full LFHCal system. It serves to199

emphasize the expected performance numbers and to exercise all parts of the LFHCal project200

step-by-step, in order to build the needed confidence in the design required for a full scale201

prototype.202

The first test beamtime will be designated to characterize the spatial distribution and uni-203

formity of the MIP response of the different versions of tiles produced up to that point, which204

will be instrumental to decide on a final tile production technique and design to be pursued205

for the full LFHCal. An additional goal of a first test beam campaign could be to measure the206

saturation behaviour of the combined tile + SiPM system by adding layers of absorber mate-207

rial between individual tiles and measuring the individual and combined response of tiles to208

electromagnetic showers. The readout of such a testbeam system does not necessarily need209

to be close to the envisioned final EIC readout, but could comprise of relatively cost effective210

universal waveform sampling readouts (e.g. Picotech Picoscope 6000 series) for the highest211

possible readout information on the limited number of channels needed.212

A second test beam campaign will be based on a larger assembly of absorbers and tiles,213

demonstrating some of the necessary system integration aspects of the LFHCal before a full214

tower prototype could be built. This will include a small subsection of the LFHCal ab-215

sorber/scintillator mechanics, a close to final design of the scintillator tiles and WLS fiber216

routing as well as a principal prototype of the combined pECAL/LFHCal readout electronics.217

Once these campaigns have been concluded successfully, we anticipate to have the nec-218

essary information to finalize all aspects of the LFHCal design and to construct an LFHCal219

prototype on the lateral scale of two 8M modules and full depth, to be extensively tested in220

an extended test beam campaign together with a similarly sized prototype of the pECAL.221

This combined full tower prototype module will be equipped with the final pECAL/LFHCal222

readout.223

2.7 Optimization of the Reconstruction Algorithms & Granularity of the224

LFHCal225

In the current implementation of the reconstruction software of the LFHCal only a fairly simple226

clustering algorithm has been implemented. While this approach can recover the energy of227

single particles hitting the calorimeter with a satisfactory energy resolution it cannot correctly228

differentiate energy deposits within a jet from individual particles. Moreover, it cannot yet229
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correctly take into account the additional information encoded in the different longitudinal230

segments. To further discriminate single particle within a high density environment we thus231

would like to explore different machine learning algorithms to distinguish showers originating232

from different particles.233

The current design of the LFHCal foresees all towers to have the same transverse dimen-234

sions of 5 cm × 5 cm and a 6 segments of 20 cm alternating Steel-Scintillator layers and one235

segment of 20 cm alternating Tungsten-Scintillator layers. However, the non-projetive design236

of the calorimeter implies that, neither the expected particle density nor the average distance237

between two particles are constant as a function of radial distance. Thus as part of this R&D238

process, we plan to evaluate not only the optimimum size of the tower front-face as a function239

of the radial distance to the beam pipe for separation of particles within the jets but also its240

depth segmentation in conjunction with the foreseen electromagnetic calorimeter and tracking241

detectors to discriminate between different types of hadrons. In order to achieve this goal we242

will be working towards a full particle flow algorithm in the ePIC forward region.243

3 Plans and Milestones for FY23244

In FY23, the mentioned options for the scintillator tile production mechanism will be explored.245

The goal is to reach an informed proposal, including the remaining associated risks, for which246

production approach to pursue for the CD2 and CD3a reviews of the LFHCAL. This includes247

a quantitative cost and performance comparison between milled and molded tiles. Various tile248

prototypes will be produced via injection molding as well as machining. Studies towards the249

automated insertion of the WLS fibers as well as automated filling of the separation notches250

will be initiated. The resulting tile prototypes will be characterized for light yield, response251

uniformity and cross-talk between neighboring cells via lab bench measurements.252

A small number of the resulting tiles will be assembled into an early LFHCAL test beam de-253

vice using a ”commercial off the shelf” (COTS) waveform sampling readout. This will include254

the measurement of MIPs as well as electromagnetic showers using the mock-up absorber255

plates described above.256

To initiate the process of developing a state of the art high granularity calorimeter re-257

construction for the EIC forward region, hit clustering algorithms based on modern machine258

learning approaches will be explored. In parallel, the adaptation and benchmarking of exist-259

ing particle flow implementations (e.g. PandoraPFA or ArborPFA, both based on the open260

source PandoraSDK toolkit [6]) will commence for the EIC forward calorimetry geometry and261

its physics signatures.262

In the following the R&D milestones and their respective expected deliverables are listed,263

assuming a funding start of Dec. 2022264

• Prototype tile production using machining & injection molding (April 2023)265

– Assembled prototype tiles using machined scintillator plates266

– Assembled prototype tiles using injection molded scintillator tiles267

– Documentation of procedures for manual assembly of tiles & WLS fibers268

• Reconstruction optimization (September 2023)269

– Write-up of optimization results from simulations270
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• Sensor board development (July 2023)271

– First prototype of sensor board for Si-PM readout (together with eRD109)272

• Small test module assembly (July 2023)273

– First prototype of single segment of 8M module274

• First automated scintillator tile assembly (August 2023)275

– Assembled prototype tiles276

– Documentation and Evaluation of procedures for automated assembly of tiles &277

WLS fibers278

• Tile Characterization (August 2023)279

– Write-up of test bench & test beam measurement for all assembled tile-prototypes280

The detailed cost allocation, labor division and completion estimates for these respective281

tasks are listed in Table 5.282

3.1 Money Matrix283

The total funding requests broken down per institution and R&D activity can be found in284

Table 2 and 6, respectively. Time of students, postdocs and staff scientist for analysis of the285

various measurements is treated as contributed labor.

Table 2: Total funding request and breakdown by institution.

institute cost in FY23 k$ total cost
eng. and tech. material equipment travel in FY23 k$

ORNL 29.8 16.8 36.0 2.0 84.6
FNAL 52.9 0 0 0.0 52.9
BNL 0 0 0 2.0 2.0
UTK 0 0 0 2.0 2.0
GSU 0 0 0 2.0 2.0
Yale 0 0 0 2.0 2.0
ISU 0 0 0 2.0 2.0
Valpo 0 0 0 1.0 1.0
UCR 0 0 0 2.0 2.0

Total 82.7 16.8 36.0 15.0 150.5

286

4 Plan for FY24-26287

CD2/CD3A end of FY23, from then on R&D shifts towards prototypes and project execution.288

R&D still necessary to answer open questions in time:289

• Development and verification of robotic assembly stations, including fiber QA while290

laying, reproducibility etc.291
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Table 3: Total funding request by institution for each R&D activity.

activity cost in FY23 k$ total cost
ORNL FNAL BNL UTK GSU Yale ISU Valpo UCR in FY23 k$

Machined Tiles 11.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.7
Injection Molded Tiles 2.0 52.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54.9
Auto Tile Assembly 20.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20.0
Tile Char. (Lab) 16.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16.0
Sensor Board 12.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.2
LFHCAL Mechanics 21.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21.7
Tile Char. (Beam) 1.0 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 14.0

Total 84.6 52.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 150.5

• Development of QC procedures of finished tiles.292

• Continuation of optimization of reconstruction algorithms with full EIC software293

• Continued mechanical engineering support294

• FY25 common testbeam with ECAL for final characterization of the full detector system295

Moreover a common test beam campaign together with the pECal is foreseen for FY25 and296

FY26 in order to obtain the final characteristics for the full detector system.297

Table 4: Estimated funding requests for LFHCAL R&D efforts in FY24-26.

Task Estimated cost in $ per year
FY24 FY25 FY26

mechanical engineering 40K 40K 20K
electrical engineering 30K 30K 20K
materials 30K 30K 40K
test beam support 10K 10K 10K

total 110K 110K 90K
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A Appendix298

A.1 Specific Expertise of Contributors299

A.1.1 Oak Ridge National Laboratory300

The ORNL relativistic nuclear physics (RNP) working group is part of the ORNL physics301

division. The RNP group has been, and continues to be, involved in the design, construction302

and operation of the calorimeter systems of various collider based nuclear physics experiments303

such as the STAR EMCal, PHENIX EMCal, ALICE EMCal as well as the proposed ALICE FoCal304

upgrade. The RNP group is currently the main proponent of the LFHCAL proposal for EIC305

detector one.306

The contributions from the RNP group have made a significant impact on the design of307

the ECCE calorimetry, tracking and PID systems from extensive studies based on detailed308

simulations and full reconstruction codes. The results from these studies have shaped the309

currently planned layout of EIC detector one to great extent. The mechanical design of the310

LFHCAL has been supported by mechanical engineers from the ORNL nuclear fusion group.311

At ORNL, the RNP group operates its own electronics laboratory currently housing test312

setups for the sPHENIX MVTX streaming readout and slowcontrol. The RNP group owns sev-313

eral modern 3D printers and has extensive experience in producing fast turnaround mechan-314

ical mockups, which have been proven to be immensely helpful in designing the LFHCAL.315

In addition, the RNP group has been granted access to a fully equipped electronics labora-316

tory of the ORNL electronics and embedded systems group, which has extensive equipment317

for climate controlled testing, silicon wafer probe stations, very fast oscilloscopes, optical test318

benches etc.319

Within the ORNL physics division, the working group of Mike Febrraro is specialized in the320

design, production and characterization of organic scintillator materials. This working group321

has developed significant expertise in injection molding plastic scintillators for the LEGEND322

experiment and also developed 3D printing capabilities for organic scintillator materials.323

A.1.2 Brookhaven National Laboratory324

Brookhaven National Laboratory is the host lab for the EIC project and has research groups325

participating in many aspects of the EIC project and science efforts. In particular, the lab326

made major contributions to the design and construction of the sPHENIX calorimeter systems327

(EMCal and hadronic calorimeters). In both cases, the lab provided extensive mechanical and328

electrical engineering support, and provided the assembly areas, both in the physics depart-329

ment high bay areas, and nearby support buildings. BNL physics also provides a full comple-330

ment of machine shops, detector labs and electronics labs, with many experienced engineers,331

technicians and research staff supporting them.332

A.1.3 Fermi National Laboratory333

The Fermilab Detector R&D group has built extensive experience in extruding and injection334

molding plastic scintillator materials used in various high energy physics experiments and335

related fields. Their plastic scintillator production facility has capabilities to co-extrude large336

plastic scintillator bars and to injection mold polystyrene based materials. Injection molding337

has been successfully used to produce prototype voxel elements for the DUNE 3D scintillating338
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tracker detector (3DST) that will be part of the DUNE near detector complex. As part of the339

CMS HGCAL project, the Fermilab group is currently exploring the possibilities to injection340

mold small plastic scintillator tiles in large quantities.341

A.1.4 Georgia State University342

Figure 3: Test stand at Georgia State University
for sPHENIX tile testing.

Dr. Megan Connors was a level 3 man-343

ager in the sPHENIX project responsible for344

the Hadronic Calorimeter scintillator tiles.345

The tiles were ordered from Uniplast (Rus-346

sia) and tested at Georgia State Univer-347

sity. The tiles are made from extruded348

polystyrene with an embedded wavelength349

shifting fiber. The two ends of the fiber350

exit at one location which is aligned with351

an SiPM to measure the light collected. To352

test the performance of the tiles, GSU and353

BNL designed a test stand that allowed to354

easily test thousands of tiles in batches of 8355

at a time with cosmic rays. Two reference356

tiles were selected for each tile shape. These357

reference tiles served as triggers during the358

tests and were placed on the bottom and top359

of each stack of eight tiles. The ten tiles were360

slid into the test stand that was composed of ten SiPMs on holders that aligned with the tiles,361

which were read out with the CAEN DT5702 module. The ADC distribution was recorded362

and the Most Probable Value (MPV) of each distribution was extracted in order to characterize363

each tile with respect to the reference tile performance. Several studies were done to con-364

firm reproducibility and found that 30 minutes of collecting cosmic ray hits was sufficient for365

determining the PR of the smaller inner tiles.366

A.1.5 Iowa State University367

The Iowa State Nuclear Experimental group has experience with trigger and data acquisi-368

tion electronics with the PHENIX experiment as well as electromagnetic calorimetry with the369

MPC-EX detector (in PHENIX) and the hadronic calorimetry (in sPHENIX). Iowa State was370

responsible for the Global and Local Level-1 trigger systems in PHENIX, and managed the371

production of the inner and outer hadronic calorimeters in sPHENIX. Iowa State has elec-372

tronics design and testing capabilities through collaborations with the Electrical Engineering373

Department, as well as relationships with local machine shops that offer manufacturing capa-374

bilities. The sPHENIX inner HCAL sectors were manufactured in Ames, IA.375

A.1.6 University of Tennesee Knoxville376

The University of Tennessee (UTK) group has experience with detector assembly and produc-377

tion, testing, and maintenance. Resources include offices and large experimental laboratory378

spaces in the UTK Science and Engineering Facility (SERF). This facility includes high bay379
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areas and loading dock access. The Physics Department has a full machine shop with experi-380

enced technicians. UTK successfully performed specific assembly steps of for the production381

of all the IROCs (inner readout chambers) for the recent ALICE-USA Barrel Tracker Upgrade382

project. This involved attaching pad-planes and strong-backs to assembled aluminum frames383

and performing leak test qualification of the assembled IROCs. In addition to this ALICE-USA384

BTU project, the UTK group has participated in the detector assembly and subsequent detector385

maintenance for the PHENIX MuID, sPHENIX MVTX, and ALICE EMCal projects.386

A.1.7 Yale University387

The Yale group made, and continues to make, major contributions to the assembly, testing,388

calibration, installation and operation of the ALICE EMCal. The renovated Wright Lab at Yale389

allows the group access to large detector test and assembly areas, professional and student390

machine shop, CAD computers with latest versions of several design programs and proto-391

typing shop with 3-D printers, a large water jet cutter, and a large laser cutter. The group392

also has significant experience in creating and tuning calorimeter reconstruction software and393

exploiting Machine Learning techniques.394

A.1.8 University of California, Riverside395

The UCR group has about 750 sf laboratory space and a 400 sf ISO 7 cleanroom, which is396

hosts standard equipment including: fast oscilloscopes, full-waveform fast digitizers (DRS4397

boards), pico-second UV laser, picosecond pulse generator, source-measuring units, low-noise398

power supplies, function generators, frequency counters, rubidium frequency standard, LED399

drivers, calibrated photo-diodes, various optomechanical elements, dark boxes, environmental400

chamber, fully-equipped soldering stations, stereo microscope, FDM and resin 3D printers,401

computers with CAD software etc. Several UCR students have recent experience character-402

izing plastic scintillator tiles with SiPM readout, including with measurements of light yield,403

uniformity, time resolution, and cross-talk using radioactive sources, UV laser, and cosmic404

rays. UCR has a fully equipped machine shop capable of small production runs at a subsided405

rate (36 dollars per hour).406

A.1.9 Valparaiso University, Valparaiso407

The experimental nuclear and particle physics group at Valparaiso University (Valpo) has been408

active for more than 30 years and has participated in experiments including MEGA (LAMPF409

E969), NuSea (FNAL E866), the Crystal Ball (BNL-AGS E913), TWIST (TRIUMF E614), nEDM410

experiments at NIST and (currently) at LANL and ORNL, and the STAR experiment at RHIC.411

The faculty, staff, and undergraduate students at Valparaiso have been engaged in physics412

analysis, and also often in detector construction and operation. For STAR, components of the413

Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EEMC) were constructed at Valparaiso and we played414

a role in calibration, particle reconstruction, and an ongoing role in physics analysis with415

the EEMC. More recently, undergraduates from Valparaiso were involved in refurbishing the416

PHENIX sampling EMCal to become the STAR Forward Calorimeter System (FCS) EMCal. The417

slow controls software for the FCS was written at Valparaiso, and almost 10,000 scintillation418

tiles were polished, painted, and packaged at Valparaiso and recently installed in the FCS419

HCal.420
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A.2 Production Cost and Time Estimate of LFHCal Tiles421

Calculation basis: 80 000 ”8M” tiles (200 mm × 100 mm × 4 mm) needed for whole LFHCal.422

Machined/milled tiles: $40/tile (raw), $80/tile (fully machined), based on recent quotes423

received by Eljen, Saint-Gobain. The total cost for machined tiles is thus assumed to be around424

$6.4M.425

Injection molding: We assume the design and production of an appropriate injection mold426

costs about $50k. The FNAL injection molding machine can only do 100 g of material per427

shot, so we anticipate to produce 160 000pcs 100 mm × 100 mm × 4 mm ”4M” tiles of around428

40 g net weight instead. The raw plastic scintillator material costs about ≈10 $/kg. Assuming429

50 % material overhead on each injection shot, the total raw material cost is $48K. The injection430

molding machine can run at about 4 shots per minute, leading to a total running time of 83431

full 8 hour working days, requiring a full time engineer to oversee the process at around $2000432

per day.433

An injection molding production run of 160k ”4M” LFHCal tiles thus can be completed434

in around six months of calendar time. Assuming the need for three iterations of molds,435

the total production cost is estimated to be around $300k, leaving ample room for the most436

conservative safety factors to be applied while still saving millions of dollars compared to the437

machined tiles.438
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B Detailed Funding Allocation for R&D in FY23439

Table 5: Funding allocation and approximate completion dates for respective milestones for
FY23.

Institute Item Cost per Number Total cost To be
item in $ of items in $ compl. by

Machined Scintillator Tiles: Q1/2023
ORNL BC-408 plastic scintillator sheet ∼ 150 20 3K
ORNL BCF-91A WLS fiber 1500 1 1.5K
ORNL tile machining 180/h 40h 7.2K Q4/2022
ORNL/UTK tile assembly 40h (in kind) 0K Q4/2022

Injection Molded Scintillator Tiles: Q2/2023
FNAL mold design + production 50 000 1 50K Q4/2022
ORNL travel 2K
FNAL raw material + dopant (in kind) 0K
FNAL injection molder setup + operation 180/h 16h 2.9K Q1/2023
ORNL/UTK tile assembly 40h (in kind) 0K Q1/2023

Automated Tile Assembly: 2024
ORNL robotic arm 20 000 1 20K
ORNL robot programming and evaluation 40h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023

Tile Characterization (Lab Bench): Q3/2023
ORNL/UTK scintillator material characterization 20h (in kind) 0K Q2/2023
ORNL waveform sampling readout (8ch) 16000 1 16K
GSU/Yale/UCR tile lightyield testing 160h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
ISU/BNL tile simulation 160h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023

Sensor Board: Q1/2023
ORNL mechanical engineer 180/h 15h 2.7K
ORNL sensors: silicon photomultipliers 30 300 9K
ORNL sensor board production, assembly 50 10 0.5K Q1/2023

Reconstruction Optimization: 2025
UTK/Yale/BNL simulations/digitization/reconstruction/analysis 640h (in kind) 0K

LFHCAL Mechanics: Q3/2023
ORNL mechanical engineer 180/h 105h 18.9K
ORNL absorber material + fasteners 40 70 2.8K
UTK/Yale absorber machining 100/h 20h (in kind) 0K Q2/2023

Tile Characterization (Test Beam): Q3/2023
ORNL assembly and shipping 1K
All test beam travel 13K
ORNL/UTK test beam preparation 80h (in kind) 0K Q2/2023
ORNL test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
Yale test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
BNL test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
UTK test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
GSU test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
ISU test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
Valpo test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023
UCR test beam 120h (in kind) 0K Q3/2023

Total 150.5K
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C Project Engineering and Development Funding (PED)440

Mechanical Design441

As part of the project development over the next year we would like to finalize the mechanical442

aspects of the module design and assembly. Important aspects of the detailed design of the443

mechanical implementation of the LFHCal structure are the overall mechanical stability and444

coherence, ability to efficiently and safely assemble the designed calorimeter towers as well445

as their integration into a combined superstructure with the pECAL (eRD106). To this end,446

analyses of load limits and deformations need to be performed first in finite-element simula-447

tions and then on first mechanical prototypes. A particular focus will be put on developing a448

straightforward assembly procedure, as the construction of the LFHCal modules entails sev-449

eral construction steps, as well as quality assurance measures. Consequently, the design of the450

assembly tooling and test structures needs to be advanced during the next year. The goal is to451

be able to test these procedures by the end of the fiscal year during the assembly of the first452

few prototype modules, in time for the CD2/D3a review.453

On the full forward calorimeter timescales, further engineering work is needed to advance the454

mechanical design of the LFHCal towards CD2/3a in particular with regards to its integration455

with the pECAL and their combined integration into the EIC detector. Detailed plans for the456

assembly of the superstructure as well as the cradle in which the LFHCal and pECal will be457

housed will need be derived.458

459

Prototypes460

In order to advance the mechanical design of the LFHCal and to allow for efficient test beam461

campaigns several 8M-prototype modules will have to be built by the end of the next fiscal462

year. Moreover, a first prototype of the assembly tooling will need to be designed and con-463

structed. While the prototypes may not necessarily determine the final scintillator production464

mechanism or fiber type, they will allow for efficient testing of the assembly procedures and465

thus contribute to a successful CD2/3a review.466

C.1 Milestones & Deliverables467

• Prototype design of LFHCal modules (May 2023)468

– Full step files of LFHCal modules469

– Write-up simulation studies of stress-tests470

– Production drawing for prototype471

• Design of assembly tooling (July 2023)472

– Production drawing for prototype of assembly tooling473

• Support structure and rail design for combined LFHCal & pECal superstructure (Au-474

gust 2023)475

– Full step files and write-up of function test476

• Assembled Prototype of LFHCal 8M module (September 2023)477

– Assembled Prototype of LFHCal 8M module478

– Documentaiton of assembly procedures using developed tooling479
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C.2 Money Matrix480

Table 6: Total funding request by institution for each PED activity.

activity cost in FY23 k$ total cost
ORNL BNL in FY23 k$

Support structure desgin & integration with pECal 75 0 75
Rail/slide design 0 50 50
test production of module 20 0 20
tooling design + function test 50 0 50

Total 145 50 195
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